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Abstract. The article describes a human-machine tool shop management system based on the developed models and algorithms of production division management tasks. The calculation of the economic efficiency of the developed management system is carried out. The developed online management system increases the economic efficiency of managing a modern production unit. This management system, as shown by its operation, has the ability to form management decisions, making extensive use of the ability of operational shop staff to navigate in informal situations due to their experience, intuition, and forecasting the development of the production situation. With this approach to the management process, it is possible to involve hidden reserves and other resources in the production sphere on the basis of the development of creative initiative of the heads of production units and site management personnel. In addition, having the ability to quickly respond to changes in the production environment, the dialog control system allows you to more effectively than with batch information processing systems to stabilize the course of the production process when it is affected by various random factors. The ability to synchronize in real time the interaction of all workplaces (WP) of production sites is implemented, thereby significantly reducing the duration of production cycles for manufacturing products, work in progress, improving the rhythm of production, increasing labor productivity.
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1. Introduction

Software management system. The developed production division management system is an instrumental multi-user real-time system for the shop management level [1]. The system is designed to manage the organization of production, control, accounting and operational management of manufacturing processes of technological equipment in the tool shop.

Hardware and software management system present the users the opportunity to obtain real-time information about the status and progress of production processes thereby increase efficiency of decision-making, providing performance targets for the volume and range of manufactured product.

The control system consists of two subsystems:
- Operational management;
- Management of production organization.

The software of the subsystem of operational management solves questions of operational architecture, operational accounting and control of the production process, operational control of the production process in the tool shop and consists of the following tasks:
1) Formation and maintenance of an information base;
2) Operational planning;
3) Accounting and control of the production process;
4) Regulation of the production process;
5) Reporting.

The main function performed by the production management subsystem is to prepare the organizational structure of the production areas of the shop for the successful solution of the task of calendar planning and balancing the monthly production program with the production capacity available for this planned period of time. The subsystem includes one set of tasks: operational management of production organization [2].

A block diagram of the automated tool shop management system is shown in Fig.1.
The Operational planning task Suite consists of the following tasks:

- Operational shift planning;
- Simulation of the site operation for a week;
- Formation of a weekly plan according to orders;
- Calculation of routes of parts by working places of the site;
- The formation of the belt loading equipment.

The task "operational shift planning" forms a shift task for each WP, taking into account the Fund of available time for WP, as well as the issuance of enlarged shift tasks for blacksmithing, heat treatment, coatings and welding.

In the task «Simulation modeling of the work of the site for a week», the work of the production site during the week is modeled in order to quickly regulate the course of the production process [3].

Task "Order regulation" allows you to influence the progress of the production process by changing the order priority. At the same time, changing the order priority means changing the production process of all parts of the order (i.e. speeding up its completion or Vice versa).

The solution of the problem "Post-operative regulation" allows you to influence the progress of the production process by changing the priority of operations. In this case, changing the priority of operations means changing the production process of a particular order part.

As part of the task Suite "Reporting" tasks included:

- generating a report on the site's work on orders from the beginning of the month;
- generating a report on site operation by groups of process equipment per shift.

This set of tasks generates information about the completed volumes of work for sections with an incremental total from the beginning of the month and per shift.

Complex of tasks "Formation and maintenance of an information base" it consists of the following tasks [4]:

- Maintaining the order file of the accumulation array;
- Maintaining a file of route and technological maps of the accumulation array;
- Maintaining the monthly plan order file;
- Maintaining a file of route and technological maps of the monthly plan;
- Program interface for the accumulation array with a monthly plan;
- Maintaining normative and reference information.

In order to reduce the time for entering large amounts of source information, accumulation sites were created that allowed storing information as it arrived, and then rewriting it into working files (tasks "Managing the order soldering array accumulation", "Maintaining a file of route and process maps in the accumulation array", "Program interface for the accumulation array with a monthly plan") [5].

Creating and maintaining working files is performed by solving tasks "Maintaining the monthly plan order file" and "Maintaining a file of route and process maps for the monthly plan".

Software for the task Suite "Operational management of production organization" solves the issues of placing workers on the equipment of production sites, specialization of changing the production structure of 1 sites consists of the following tasks:

- Forming aggregates;
- Organization of specialized work places on shift;
Management of the production structure of the workshop [6].

The tool shop management system allows you to solve production process management issues in an online mode, with automation of control points, as well as issuing reference information necessary for making management decisions to operational shop personnel.

The following output documents are the result of solving tool shop management tasks:

a) a set of tasks "Operational planning":
- Shift assignment-work order;
- Tape schedule of loading jobs on the site per shift;
- Information about the route of details to the working places of the site;

b) a set of tasks "Accounting and control of the production process":
- Weekly plan - report on orders;
- Monthly plan-report to the site;
- Monthly plan - report on orders;

c) a set of tasks "Reporting":
- Report on the work of the site;
- Certificate of the production process under the order;

d) a set of tasks "Formation and maintenance of an information base":
- Route and technological map on request;
- An array of savings, routing-routing-order;
- Reference list of process equipment sections and groups;
- Certificate of equipment and qualifications;

d) set of tasks "Operational management of production organization":
- Reference on labor intensity by groups of process equipment for orders of the site administration;
- Reference on the organization of working places on the site.

The management system software also includes service programs.

Service programs provide:
- Protection of information from unauthorized access (user passwords);
- Software control of input information;
- The work of users, in accordance with the compiled "menu" [7].

2. Materials and methods

Description of the dialog in the management system. A distinctive feature of the process of solving problems of a human-machine nature is the dialog mode (online mode, online mode), in which the machine reacts to individual events of the real environment so quickly that it allows you to influence their course. In this case, events are registered using data entered from terminals; data related to a single event is processed until operations on them are fully or partially completed, regardless of other input messages [8].

The interaction of a human with a computer will be considered as a process of exchanging messages between a human and a computer, due to the need for sequential and (or) parallel execution of operations by a human and a machine to solve any task.

When interacting with the user, dialog systems usually provide [9]:
1) Direct contact between users and the system, i.e. receiving and issuing various messages via a local or remote terminal;
2) Immediate processing of received messages by the system, even if this processing is not fully performed, this function usually includes checking the syntactic correctness of the message, executing commands contained in the message, and displaying the results;
3) Search for user-required data (and / or programs), i.e., manage the library of programs and data;
4) The ability to serve multiple users almost simultaneously in an environment where the need for service is unpredictable.

3. The operation of the control system

To ensure the work of operational shop staff in real time, the shop has organized automated workplaces (AWP) of shop staff (AWP - shop Manager, AWP - dispatcher, AWP - technologist, AWP - master, AWP - operator) on the basis of remote terminals (see Fig. 2).

For prompt input, processing of information and receipt of output documents, an information preparation group is
organized in the shop. Group training information (consisting of planning and control Bureau) shall collect baseline information (monthly plans, route-routing orders, exhaust replacement jobs at WP, the adjustment of the Fund's available time on the equipment), control over correctness of filling, entering information into Electronic computer, receiving the output documents and their issuance to users. The organization of this group allows you to centralize the process of processing large amounts of information, which makes it easier to control the information and increases the reliability of the entered information. The information preparation group consists of an engineer and two operators who have completed a computer training course before starting the pilot operation of the system.

Let's consider the work of subsystems and task complexes of the control system, taking into account the AWP-users on which they are solved [10].

AWP Manager.

After calculating the priorities of orders and forming the basic information on machine carriers by the information preparation group (monthly site plan, route and process maps for orders), the dispatcher works with a set of programs that implement the tasks of managing the organization of production. Having received reference information on the volume of work of various complexity (the task of forming aggregates) and the reserve (or shortage) of workers with specific qualifications, the dispatcher solves the issue of placing workers at the expense of other sites (if there is a shortage) or transfers to other sites (if there is a reserve). The result of solving the problem is an organizational arrangement of workers behind the equipment of the sites, taking into account the complexity of the work. This concludes the first stage of balancing the production program and production capacity. At the second stage (the task of managing the production structure of the shop), the dispatcher, based on information about the volume of work and the Fund of available time, solves the question of balancing the production program of the site for the planned period in two ways. The first way involves a lack of production capacity at the site, and the issue is resolved by including equipment from other sites, if they have a reserve of capacity. In this case, you can include a specific item in the section by making organizational adjustments (i.e. adjusting the hardware reference list) [11]. Performing the production organization management function allows you to "configure" the organizational structure of the plots for the production program.

The main condition for including an order in the production program is its security. a security mark for the order is set by the planning and dispatching (PD) dispatcher at the stage of forming the plan [12].

The input documents generated in the PD are:
- Statement of secured orders;
- Production program for the site in the planned period;
- Adjustment of the production program at the site in the planned period;
- Updating the reference list for equipment and available time.

A set of tasks is solved with the help of the AWP Manager "Operational management of production organization". AWP technologist.

The main task of the technological Bureau of the shop is to develop route and technological maps for orders. Based on this, this automated workplace is used to correct the array of route and process maps when changes occur in the technological process of making an order, and to correct the reference list for equipment and available time stock.

The input documents that are formed in the technology Bureau are:
- route and technological maps for orders;
- correcting route and process maps based on orders;
- updating the reference list for equipment and available time.

For the functioning of the AWP -technologist, the tasks of the complex "Formation and maintenance of an information base" are used.

AWP masters.

The main purpose of this automated place is to enable the operational shop staff working on production sites to quickly regulate the course of the production process and receive all the initial information about the passage of orders in production in an online mode for making management decisions. Having complete information about the conclusion of work on orders and a schedule of work on the details of orders for each day, built by the task Simulation model of the site operation for a week» the wizard has the ability to quickly adjust the duration of product manufacturing cycles by changing the priorities of orders and operations. Increasing the order priority (operation priority) reduces the total production time of the product (part), while reducing it suspends or slows down its execution [13]. For qualitative tracking of the course of the production process, when accounting for completed works, the operation status code is set, which reflects not just the execution or non-execution of the technological operation, but also the state or possibility of its execution?

The operation status code can have the following values:
V - Operation is performed;
A - the Operation was not started;
N - incomplete operation;
N is not the Operation of the coin to be performed.

Operation status codes play an important role in planning hardware loading. The operation status code means that when calculating the priority of operations, this operation will be assigned the highest priority for the purpose of mandatory priority loading of its equipment, and its labor intensity will be recalculated based on the number of processed parts. If the operation status code is H, the process operation will not be scheduled for loading until it changes. Operation status codes allow the wizard to adjust the order in which parts are scheduled for processing, and not to start production of parts that cannot be processed for some reason [14].

Video grams "Information about the route details for working places on the site" and "Tape schedule of loading jobs on the site per shift" provide information about when and at which WP the order detail should be located, as well as how many equipment downtime and at what time, which allows the master to efficiently and quickly organize work on the RM and effectively solve the issue of reloading production capacity or redistributing work in case of equipment failure.

Input documents generated at production sites are:
- Completed shift assignments by work stations;
- Directory of the Fund of available time and skills of workers by jobs;
- Adjustment of the Fund of available time and qualification of workers by jobs;
- List of changes in the priorities of orders;
- List of changes to the operation priorities;
- A list of changes to the operation status codes.

A set of tasks is used for the operation of the AWP wizard "Regulating the production process".

AWP - and head of production.

The organization of an automated workplace provides the shop management (shop managers, Deputy shop managers) with access to operational information about the course of the production process at the sites and by analyzing this information, the development of management decisions.

The automated workplace of the shop Manager uses a set of tasks "Accounting and control of the production process" and "Reporting".

AWP-operator of the information preparation group.

The solution of the main task of operational management-scheduling of loading for a shift-is carried out by the AWP operator. set of tasks "Operational planning" it is solved in automatic mode and gradually calculates the operation priorities, forming queues, and calculating shift tasks for the WP.

From this workplace, you can enter the main input documents that ensure the functioning of the tool shop management system:
- Statement of supply orders;
- Production program for the site in the planned period.

Adjustment of the program budget for the site in the planned period;
- Route and technological maps for orders;
- Completed shift assignments by work stations;
- Directory of the Fund of available time and skills of workers by jobs;
- Adjustment of the Fund of available time and qualification of workers for jobs.

The tasks of the complex are solved by the AWP operator "Reporting", which results in the following output documents:
- Report on the site's work on orders from the beginning of the month;
- A report on the work of the section for groups of technological equipment for a change.

3. Conclusion

The implementation of the calendar planning task allows you to calculate shift assignments for jobs based on a simple selection of work from the monthly plan, and taking into account the availability of orders and the performance of previous shift tasks. Creating and maintaining an order accumulation array improves the quality of the plan, since with a longer planning interval, there are more opportunities for optimization.

Implementation of production organization management tasks allows you to create a real production program. Forming a real monthly production program allows you to plan the work of supporting services in advance, which significantly increases the rhythm of production and the probability of fulfilling the monthly plan.

Using the dialog mode for generating control decisions makes it possible:
- take into account difficult to formalize factors and circumstances that characterize the state of the production process;
- apply heuristic techniques and methods in the process of solving combinatorial problems of high dimensions (for example, tasks of calendar planning);
- to find the results of solving multi-criteria problems that are effective from the point of view of a given user, which generally have a number of competing indicators.
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